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Abstract: The amount of data acquired during a
standard electrophysiological study is huge. For this
reason computerized data acquisition, analysis and
archiving system for electrophysiology studies of the
heart is a valuable aid for cardiologists in diagnosing
reentrant arrhythmias. Microsoft Windows@ is the most
widely spread operating system in the world and there
are a variety of software development environments
available for Windows, so it is natural choice for the
INTRODUCTION
Electrophysiological testing of the heart is a relatively
new technique lbr diagnosing arrhyhmias. The first Hispotential rleasurernent was perfbnned in 1969 [, 2] and
successful

cxperiment. The power of this invasive method is that the

phenomena

are recorded where they

occur.

Electrophysiology studies are especially eff'ective in
localisin-e and studying rnechanisms causing reentrant
arrhythrnias. A great advantage of this catheter rnethod is

of arrhythrnia has been localised
trarnscatheter ablation treatment can be applied to destroy
t.hat once site

reentrant loop.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Software fbr electrophysiological testing of the heart
requires several aspects to be taken into consideration.
First of all, persons with rninirnal experience of computers
and ditferent sofiwares must be able to use it afier only a
short training period. This requirement is particularly
irnportant because the user during an electrophysiological

usually a nurse, who may not have great
^
experience of computers. Secondly, the application should
study

is

be as similar as possible to other comrlon Windows
applications [4]. This will aid users with some experience
of Windows applications to learn the operation quickly
without special training. Thirdly, the system should adapt

quickly to changing situations and work reliably in
exacting clinical environment to avoid unnecessary
inconvenience to patients due to prolonged study.

A

shortcut keys should be assigned in the salne way as in the
rnost common applications. It is even tnore convenient fbr
the user if it is possible to use the same or similar dialogs
as fbund in other applications. The functions needed most

fiequently should

be easily available, possibly as

pushbuttons which are is always visible and also via
shortcut keys and menu items. A rnajor objective in the
developrnent of this application was to utilise all the
colnlnon f-eatures and tunctions of the Windows operating
system and the most common Windows applications like
word processors and programs fbr irnage processing [4].

environment of the svstem.

the present day study is based on this

order to make the application similar to other Windows
applications menus and submenus ought to be sirnilar and

logical graphical user interfäce, real time data

acquisition and display are the most signiticant f'eatures fbr
an EPS application, if it is to be easy and quick to adopt
and reliable in use [5]. This is provided by the Windows
operating system and usually all commercially available
Windows applications take advantage of this f-eature. In

PROPERTIES OF THE SOFTWARE

The Windows application tbr electrophysiolo_qical
main operating modes (FiS. I ):
monitoring, data acquisition and analysis rnodes.
studies has three

Monitoring rnode is only fbr real time study of the signals
without any storage of data. In data acquisition mode the
signals are displayed exactly the same way but data is
stored in the memory and when the data acquisition is
stopped the data is saved on hard disk as temporary
recording flle. If there are 32 MB RAM in the computer
the rnaximum length of a single recording is about l-5

minutes. Number

of

recordings

is

restricted

to

1000

recordings/session. The user can quickly switch between
monitoring and data acquisition modes sirnply by hitting
space bar. Analysis mode is fbr measurernents, editing
data, editing study and patient infbnnation and applying
soffre analysis algorithms. This mode can only be accessed
fiorn pause rnode where the systern just waits fbr user
commands.

Memory management of the application uses temporary
files fbr each recording. There is only one recordin-{ at a
time in memory. When a new recording is displayed the
old one is deleted fiom the memory and the new one is
loaded fl-orn the hard disk.

There are three difl-erent display modes that can be
applied in displaying signals during monitorin-q and data
acquisition modes: cLear, erase and scrolling display
modes. Clear mode draws the signals fi'om left to ri-qht and
clears the display when the signals reach the leti-hand side
of the display. Erase mode also draws the signals fiorn lefi
to right, but in this rnode only a narrow band of display is
erased in fiont of the signals always when the signals
reach the leff-hand side of the erased area. Scrolling
display mode realises an ECG-plotter-like display that
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scrolls ti'orn right to lett. The system can display I to 16
signals simultaneously in real time. Signals can be selected
arbitrarily tiorn 24 inputs. Sarnpling fiequency used is 500
Hz fbr each channel. Arnpliflcation and temporal scale of
display can be set by the user.

application running simultaneously and "multitasking".
Clipboard can be used in transf'erring rnetafile and bitrnap
irnages and text to be used in other applications. The

application can also run in the background if another
application is used, but data acquisition can be disturbed
severely, because Windows 3.1 is not a real rnultitasking
system.

For archivin_e all recordings, study and patient
intbrmation, bookrnarks and comments are saved in a
single session flle. This makes it easier to create a large
database of patients.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The problems of the previous seneration DOS software
[3] have been successfully solved in this new Windows
software. Windows environment already provides sevcral

Data acquisition mode

Fi-eure

L

advantages over DOS environrnent. Fclr cxarnple all
extended memory is directly available fbr the programmer.
Direct printing support is also easy to irnplernent no rnatter

Operating modes of the EPS application and
switchine between them.

There are several tools provided

fbr

analysing the

acquired data. The analysis can be perfbrmed during the
study or afterwards if necessary. The user can do tirne
interval measurements on the display by using mouse.
Signals can be grouped by dragging the curves with mouse.
The set of signals under study can be changed as desired,
because data is stored fiom all inputs. The user can also

apply some built-in detection algorithms fbr detecting
some specific wavefbrms. The software package also
contains integrated fllter fbr converting raw data flles into
format understood by the Windows application.

The EPS soffware also has full printing support
all the infbrmation
and data. Patient and study infbrmation with analysis
through Windows Print Manager fbr

results can be included in the printout when desired.
Each user can specify personal or study dependent
settings tiom Setup dialog. The settings can be restored

when wanted and default settings which can also

be

customised are loaded at program start. The settings to be
saved consider channels to be displayed, names of the
channels, arnplification, temporal scale and display mode.
Since one recording can have length of several minutes

which rneans dozens of screenwidths of signals, the
sotlware contains a Bookmark Manager which helps in
tinding sorle specific view of recording. The user can set
bookrnarks during (and after) data acquisition and the user

can 'Jump" tiom bookmark to bookmark when studying a
recording. The Bookmark Manager allows the user to add
and remove bookmarks and also include comments to each
of them if necessary. The bookmarks and comments are
saved in the session file with all other data.
Because the environment fbr the software is Windows it

also utilises t'unctions and properties provided by the
environment. Such are: clipboard, switching between
applications, windowing, multiple instances of the same
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which printer is connected to the cornputer. A Windows
application can also exchange data with other Windows
applications via clipboard. The user can fbr example create
a study report by using some word plocessing application
and paste the text to be saved with the session file into the
report editor of the EPS application.
Similarity with other Windows applications and clear

graphical user interfäce makes the operating of the
application easy to adopt even with rninirnal previous
Windows experience. Shortcut keys providc cluick
operation fbr experienced users. Menu control with mouse
helps inexperienced users in learning the operation of the
software.

Tests of the software have shown that alrcady a 66
MHz 486 PC with a high perfbrmance PCI bus video card
is capable of real tirne data acquisition and signal display.
However, in order to ensure real tirne <lperation in
changing operating conditions a 100 MHz Pentiurn with
state-of-the-art video card is recommended. With such PC
even the scrolling display mode is in real tirne.
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